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ABSTRACT:  

 

The title of The Odicy refers to the epic story of Ulysses, but it also indicates another term, the 

single word ―theodicy,‖ which Leibniz coined to describe a vindication, in the face of evil, of the 

goodness and fairness of a supreme being or creator. The Odicy is organized around a set of 

interrelated concerns about how poetry can relate, for example, to the increasing weaponization 

of the American citizenry, how it can relate to the various American styles of religious 

fundamentalism, and especially how poetry, an ancient and potentially sustainable form of 

artistic production, can confront the prospect of ecological collapse. 
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INTRODUCTION 

I think that in order to talk about how the following poems came about, or what they try 

to do, I have to say first of all that the idea of poetry as an occupation has provoked me to 

much uncertainty, but never more than on the occasion of submitting a poetry manuscript as 

doctoral dissertation at a major research institution. Only under the sign of ambivalence about 

the role of a poet in the present economy or about poetry‘s place in the present culture would it 

make sense for me to organize a statement of this work‘s central concerns: concerns I would 

describe as being chiefly about the practicality or practicability (let alone the meaning) of 

―lyric‖ and ―epic,‖ about the uses of verse and imposed form, and about the evolutionary 

outlook for an art form made purely or exclusively from words. 

I won‘t assume these concerns are original or even historically recent, but neither do I 

feel acquainted enough with even the most basic outline of the tradition to affirm that they are 

longstanding. This is the tradition, as I have observed, in which I stand to be certified. Now, I 

have had superb teachers and am extremely fortunate in the poets and writers with whom my 

education has brought me into contact. I have read and studied, at times diligently. But during 

the period of reflection initiated with and partly documented by these poems, I generally felt 

unable to summon or to recall a single personal experience of poetry. It was though the art 

form as a whole were basically illegible and inaudible, impossibly soft and ineffective, ―a kind 

of piping.‖
1
 

Where this feeling originated is hard to know. It would have been 2007. My nation was 

                                                 
1
 Kafka, Franz (tr. Muir). ―Josephine the Singer, or the Mouse Folk.‖ in The Complete Stories. Schocken; New 

York 1971. P 361 
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at war for reasons it could not coherently or convincingly articulate. The International Panel on 

Climate Change released its Fourth Assessment report stating that ―warming of the climate 

system was unequivocal‖ and ―very likely‖ manmade.
2
 In my hometown, the Kansas Board of 

Education fought over continuing to require that science teachers acknowledge the Deity. I 

created a Wikipedia page titled ―Climate Change Denial.‖
3
 I had begun to feel new kinds of 

powerlessness and rage. The novelty and intensity of these feelings arose in part from the way 

they regarded language. It seemed to me I saw clearly for the first time that my people were 

doomed, and that this was so chiefly because they had devoted so much language use to the 

purpose of dissimulation that whole fields within that language--the language of enterprise, for 

example, or, insofar as the two differ, that of mass communication--were no longer adequate to 

the task of forming truthful statements. 

There was also the increasing prominence of fundamentalist discourse from the two 

largest organized religions. The Secretary of Defense was said to deliver a daily intelligence 

update to the President, for example, the cover of which bore war imagery and bible quotes: 

―the statue of Saddam Hussein being pulled down in Firdos Square, a grateful Iraqi child 

kissing an American soldier, and jubilant crowds thronging the streets of newly liberated 

Baghdad‖ together with the words ―Behold, the eye of the Lord is on those who fear Him … 

To deliver their soul from death.‖
4
 Trijicon labored under a $660 million contract to supply the 

                                                 
2
 http://www.ipcc.ch/publications_and_data/ar4/syr/en/contents.html 

http://www.ipcc.ch/publications_and_data/ar4/syr/en/contents.html 

3
 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Climate_change_denial 

4
 Draper, Robert. ―And He Shall Be Judged.‖ GQ, June 2009. http://www.gq.com/news-

politics/newsmakers/200905/donald-rumsfeld-administration-peers-detractors .  See also 

http://www.gq.com/news-politics/newsmakers/donald-rumsfeld-pentagon-papers . 

http://www.ipcc.ch/publications_and_data/ar4/syr/en/contents.html
http://www.ipcc.ch/publications_and_data/ar4/syr/en/contents.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Climate_change_denial
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Marine Corps with rifle sights that happened to be inscribed with ―secret ‗Jesus‘ Bible codes.‖
5
 

Men in explosive vests killed 120 pilgrims in Hilla, Iraq.
6
 News anchors began to speak of ―the 

war on Christmas.‖
7
 I wanted to coopt or detourne the language of scripture, whose presence in 

public life had become unwelcome to me, but more importantly I believed in religious 

experience and wanted in my own way to access or conjure the spirit through language. 

Secular poetry seemed to me to have withdrawn to a position that was at once marginal 

and self-important. Virtually all forms of publication, for example, demanded a paratext called 

the ―bio‖ (or in the case of performance, the ―introduction‖) celebrating the poet‘s academic 

post and (as if to prove him/her capable of bringing a commodity into the world) previous 

publications. Purveyors of the culture-industrial products I had come to think of as ―live‖ or 

―living‖ arts had no similar need of credentials. For a feature film to open with bios of its 

producers, in fact, would fill the theater with confusion and embarrassment. Who did require 

―bios,‖ on the other hand, were the news media‘s ―experts,‖ persons destined for a special hell. 

In the same way that the television expert produced something advertised as knowledge that 

functioned instead to destroy understanding, it seemed to me in those dark days that the 

contemporary poet might produce language that did not move, delight, or instruct, but in fact 

undermined those faculties. 

At best this poetry provoked the desire, but took away the performance. The 

contemporary poet reminded me of another American breed, the ―historical reenactor.‖ Both 

                                                 
5
 http://abcnews.go.com/Blotter/us-military-weapons-inscribed-secret-jesus-bible-

codes/story?id=9575794&page=3 

6
 http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/middle_east/6423633.stm 

7
 Gibson, John. The War on Christmas: How the Liberal Plot to Ban the Sacred Christian Holiday Is Worse Than 

You Thought. Sentinel, 2006. 

http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/middle_east/6423633.stm
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types pantomimed, with denatured weapons, the fighting of battles whose stakes were 

forgotten, whose meaning was lost upon both them and their audience, if they had one. The 

most striking thing about such productions was that the panting, strangely childlike participants 

could appear so unfit for duty that they evoked a virtual combat requiring strength and courage 

no longer attainable, scarcely imaginable, as when ―Aeneas recovered quickly and picked up a 

stone / That two men--as men go now--couldn‘t lift ...‖.
8
 I wondered whether poetry might 

have a similar evocative function, one Allen Grossman described as the opening ―of a space in 

which the poem is not yet present and will never be.‖
9
 

But even my ambivalence was ambivalent. I knew that to dismiss poets as a class had a 

calming effect in that it eliminated pressure on myself as a member to make good on the 

promises of that class. My weltschmerz required real fortitude, but it also located the causes of 

my discontent at a safe, helpless distance. Occasional glimpses of age and/or wisdom made me 

ashamed: 

CREELEY: I remember Duncan      in that beautiful        poem of his    where he 

says    ‖Take care by the throat and      throttle it.‖        Or       I remember      

  Ramón Sender       years ago     saying to me      ‖All you young men so care for 

your cares.‖        In effect       he was saying      ‖It‘s as though       it‘s the only 

     proposal of your significance or seriousness that you think is possible.      Your 

poems     reek of     despair and      burdens.‖ 
10

 

 

On the other hand, I believed that the language was ending. 

                                                 
8
 Iliad tr. Lombardo. Hackett, 1997. XX:289–90 

9
 Grossman, Allen. ―Hart Crane and Poetry: A Consideration of Crane‘s Intense Poetics With Reference to ‗The 

Return.‘‖ English Literary History Vol. 48, No. 4 (Winter, 1981) pp 841-879. 

10
 Spanos, William V. and Robert Creeley. ―Talking with Robert Creeley. ‖ boundary 2, Vol. 6/7, (Spring - 

Autumn, 1978), pp. 11-76 
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II. 

Amid these worries about my culture and vocation, I began to be interested in the epic, 

a form that ―usually develops in the oral culture of a society at a period when the nation is 

taking stock of its historical, cultural, and religious heritage.‖
11

 Both the oral and synoptic 

qualities of the form caught my imagination. It seemed increasingly plausible that some 

cataclysm could wipe out modern media. Would this reinstate poetry as a living art? I 

ruminated a fantasy in which our decline, by wiping out technologies of record, restored us or 

reduced us to a mostly oral culture in which only forms committed to individual memory--

especially the poem and the song--survived. A people would rely on these forms to figure a 

meaningful image of itself, to contextualize itself. This fantasy was doubly gratifying to me 

because involved both the spectacular destruction of ―liars in public places‖ and the 

corresponding ennoblement of the Poet. 

I thought that in literate society the epic might also be a taking stock not only of a 

heritage, but of a language, as Dante was said to have done with the Commedia. Given the 

definition as ―a long narrative poem that treats a single heroic figure or group of such figures 

and concerns an historical event, such as a war or conquest, or an heroic quest or some other 

significant mythic or legendary achievement that is central to the traditions and belief of its 

culture,‖
12

 could one write an epic in which the constitutive quest or achievement was publicly 

to accuse, confront, or expose a debased national language? Or maybe write a long poem that, 

                                                 
11

 Newman, J.K. ―Epic.‖ In Premiger, Alex and T.V.F. Brogan, Eds. The New Princeton Encyclopedia of Poetry 

and Poetics. Princeton; Princeton 1993. 

12
 Newman, J.K. ―Epic.‖ In Premiger, Alex and T.V.F. Brogan, Eds. The New Princeton Encyclopedia of Poetry 

and Poetics. Princeton; Princeton 1993. 
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since no modern poet could succeed with such a goal, would instead evoke or allude to a 

virtual poem that did achieve it? As Grossman wrote:  

The nature and function of ‗poetry‘ (as eternal, divine, regenerative, honoring, 

etc.) are generalized in poetry‘s apologies, not from the fact of any text in history, 

but from the imaginary, inactual, or virtual poem which the actual poem carries 

inside it and alludes to ... as, for example, the song of a solitary reaper is carried 

inside Wordsworth‘s actual poem, ―The Solitary Reaper.‖
13

 

 

With regard to the epic (and the lyric): I did not mean for my project to be an intelligent 

statement on these or to constitute scholarly research into their status. Although the Commedia 

and Paradise Lost (both of which are called epic) served as important models for my 

composition, I did not really read the Iliad, Odyssey, or Aeneid until after the manuscript was 

written. The project as I conceived it did not require (and was in some ways threatened by) 

basic poetic literacy; its management of the epic relied on sprachgefuhl rather than learning. 

I felt my basic problem with English was that it had lost its connection to nature, or that 

its reference to nature was no longer true. This falsification of language had its root in avarice: 

the powers capable of mass-producing language (through millions of televisions, for example) 

were loyal to industry, and they spoke not in order to be truthful but in order to sell. I felt that 

modernity was defined by this rift in language. Whereas originally (as in Genesis) natural 

objects inspired language and humankind went around naming plants and animals, the modern 

world was filled with manufactured objects. The difference between a natural form and a 

manufactured one was that the artifact was preceded into the world by its name, for example as 

recipe, instruction, or command from owner to worker.  This inversion of primordial naming 

                                                 
13

 Grossman, Allen. ―Hart Crane and Poetry: A Consideration of Crane‘s Intense Poetics With Reference to ‗The 

Return.‘‖ English Literary History Vol. 48, No. 4 (Winter, 1981) pp 841-879. 
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starts with something like Eden, in which the human creative function is to describe miracles of 

creation, and ends in something like the patent office or the boardroom, in which humankind 

produces descriptions from which new objects are to be manufactured for sale. As the language 

moves farther from nature--and insofar as true statements describe the nature of things, farther 

from truth--so does the manufactured world, overwhelming the land with tawdry cheapness.  

It seemed to me that popular culture conceived modernity as a landscape covered over 

or obscured by the manmade, even to the point of picturing domed cities of the future. 

Similarly: popular culture signified the post-apocalyptic by the ruin—the reversion of edifice to 

landform—and by salvage, in which the artifact reverts to the status of natural resource--an 

ownerless feature of landscapes from which it must be gathered and repurposed. I began to 

envision my project as an epic set during linguistic apocalypse, whose hero was tasked with 

restoring true connections between word and object. In the world I knew, natural objects had 

been replaced with cultural artifacts; the language now trafficked chiefly in names for the latter 

and had forgotten the former. It seemed reasonable to me that in this kind of world, poetry 

could cease to be real or effective. Poetry became a reenactment of connection between word 

and object, a connection broken when objects originate in culture rather than nature.  

In The Odicy, the single most important emblem of this falsification is the artificial 

sweetener and/or the so-called fountain drink. The reasons for this are difficult to summarize. 

First of all, the people in my immediate community are literally addicted to fountain drinks, 

which have been implicated in their health problems, especially obesity and diabetes. The diet 

drinks have no ―natural‖ ingredient save water. The drinks are expensive to buy, but virtually 

free to produce. The producer‘s most significant expense is the language (advertising) on the 
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basis of which the drinks become popular. They are bought and sold as food items, but function 

more like drugs; that is, they are non-nutritive and consumed out of craving. The fountain drink 

industry originated in London in the 19
th

 C, as industrialization produced a roving population 

of boys and other laborers with pocket money for street vendors. This development is well-

chronicled by Henry Mayhew, who shows that patterns of falsification and fraud were 

established early:  

The ingredients required to feed the ― ginger-beer‖ fountains are of a very cheap 

description.To supply 10 gallons, 2 quarts of lime-juice (as it is called, but it is, in 

reality, lemon-juice), costing 3s. 6d., are placed in the recess, sometimes with the 

addition of a pound of sugar (4d.); while some, I am assured, put in a smaller 

quantity of juice, and add two-pennyworth of oil of vitriol, which ―brings out the 

sharpness of the lime-juice.‖ The rest is water. No process of brewing or 

fermentation is necessary, for the fixed air pumped into the liquid as it is drawn 

from the fountain, communicates a sufficient briskness or effervescence. ―The 

harder you pumps,‖ said one man who had worked a fountain, ―the frothier it 

comes; and though it seems to fill a big glass -- and the glass an't so big for 

holding as it looks -- let it settle, and there's only a quarter of a pint.
14

 

 

The fountain drink was the single most important vehicle for the development of the 

multi-billion dollar trade in artificial sweeteners. Within the context of the poem, these ―non-

calorie foods‖ epitomize the falsified world that arises from falsified language. One of them, 

NutraSweet, is especially interesting in its implications for this project. For example, it is a 

name that refers both to a chemical and a corporation. When it appears on an ingredients label, 

it functions both as a brand advertisement and as a ―nutrition fact.‖ The prefix ―Nutra‖ is here 

employed to describe a substance widely thought to be toxic. The substance was developed by 

a pharmaceutical company, G.D. Searle, whose other notable products include the first 

                                                 
14

 Mayhew, Henry. London Labour and The London Poor pp 186-187. http://etext.virginia.edu/etcbin/toccer-

new2?id=MayLond.sgm&images=images/modeng&data=/texts/english/modeng/parsed&tag=public&part=all 
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commercially available oral contraceptive, Enovid, and the popular sleep drug Ambien. The 

C.E.O who for $2.8 billion sold this company to Monsanto in 1985 was Donald Rumsfeld, the 

same Secretary of Defense who handed the scripture-quoting ―Worldwide Intelligence 

Briefing‖ to the president who invaded Iraq. And so forth.  

For The Odicy, the diet fountain drink emblematizes a language bankrupt and a world 

made counterfeit by the avaricious. At key moments, the poem links this instance of fraud to 

parallel instances in the Inferno, where the counterfeiter Maestro Adamo is tormented with 

thirst: 

―O ye, who without any torment are,  

And why I know not, in the world of woe,‖  

He said to us,‖behold, and be attentive  

 

Unto the misery of Master Adam;  

I had while living much of what I wished,  

And now, alas ! a drop of water crave.  

 

The rivulets, that from the verdant hills  

Of Cassentin descend down into Arno,  

Making their channels to be cold and moist,  

      
Ever before me stand, and not in vain;  

For far more doth their image dry me up  

Than the disease which strips my face of flesh.
15

  

 

Here, as R.A. Shoaf writes, is the world with which The Odicy is concerned: ―Adamo, as we 

know, is a counterfeiter or falsifier; and as his contrapasso, the counterfeiter suffers from 

counterfeit or falsified images of water. The images are real, very real for Adamo, but they are 

not true, even as counterfeit coins are real but not true.‖  ―Those images are aqua falsa, 

                                                 
15

 Inferno tr. Longfellow http://dante.ilt.columbia.edu/new/comedy/comedy_hc/dante_longfellow/inf30.html 
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counterfeit or falsified water, precisely because, like it, they are ‗born to provoke thirst,‘ not to 

extinguish it--they look like water but are not true to the nature of it.‖
16

 

III. 

For an epic I needed a hero, but I wanted my hero, like the scenery in which he moved, 

to be manufactured from language, rather than named after the fact of his existence. There are 

various ways to explain how he came to be named Tony. For one, Anthony is the patron saint 

of swine, and the poem is interested in the pig, both as an example of the almost incredible 

cruelty of humankind—the factory farm, the laboratory—and as a part of language, a word 

often synonymous with ―man.‖ Circe turns men into pigs; money turns swine into pork:  

―And swine is good Saxon,‖ said the Jester; ―but how call you the sow when she 

is flayed, and drawn, and quartered, and hung up by the heels, like a traitor?‖ 

 

―Pork,‖ answered the swine-herd. 

 

―I am very glad every fool knows that too,‖ said Wamba, ―and pork, I think, is 

good Norman-French; and so when the brute lives, and is in the charge of a Saxon 

slave, she goes by her Saxon name; but becomes a Norman, and is called pork, 

when she is carried to the Castle-hall to feast among the nobles; what dost thou 

think of this, friend Gurth, ha?
17

 

 

In the poem, the character assumes all of these forms: wanderer in a perverse and degraded 

landscape, savior of miserable pigs, victim of sorcery. However, the character‘s chief 

consistency is his name. As the project took shape I thought of Anthony more and more as a 

metric substitution--a dactyl or trochee—of the type that was becoming common in the poems. 

                                                 
16

 Shoaf, R.A. ―Dante and Peraldus: The aqua falsa of Maestro Adamo.‖ Quaderni d‟italianistica Vol. X. No. 1–

2. 1989. 

17
 Ivanhoe http://www.gutenberg.org/files/82/82-h/82-h.htm 
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Thus maybe the most appropriate gloss on this epic hero is from The Shining: ―Tony is a little 

boy that lives in my mouth.‖
18

  

Now I had plans for a long narrative poem whose hero was made of prosody. At the 

same time, the poems were developing a fixet sestet format, with elaborate rhymes and 

acrostics. The project‘s increasing fixation on verseform rather than narrative led toward a 

collision of epic with what I guessed was lyric: 

Although lyric poetry is not music, it is representative of music in its sound 

patterns, basing its meter and rhyme on the regular linear measure of the song; or, 

more remotely, it employes cadence and consonance to approximate the tonal 

variation of a chant or intonation. Thus the lyric retains structural or substantive 

evidence of its melodic origins, and this factor serves as the categorical principle 

of poetic lyricism.
19

 

 

The form demanded taking stock of a national or cultural heritage, but that heritage—

especially its poetry--seemed no longer accessible. The hero became more a name than a 

character, falling back into intricacies of meter, rhyme, and stanzaic structure. Unfit to tell a 

coherent story for my time, I resorted to making a sorrowful music for it. 

                                                 
18

 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2rKbtlodzCU 

19
 Johnson, James William. ―Lyric.‖ In Premiger, Alex and T.V.F. Brogan, Eds. The New Princeton Encyclopedia 

of Poetry and Poetics. Princeton; Princeton 1993. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

THE ODICY  
 

 



2 

 

This error is a consequence of creation out of nothing, after which the Creator, in the first and 

second chapters of Genesis, takes all the animals just as if they were things, and without so much 

as the recommendation to kind treatment which even a dog-seller usually adds when he parts 

with his dogs, hands them over for man to rule, that is to do with them what he likes; 

subsequently, in the second chapter, the Creator goes on to appoint him the first professor of 

zoology by commissioning him to give the animals the names they shall thenceforth bear, which 

is once more only a symbol of their total dependence on him, i.e. their total lack of rights. 

 

It can truly be said: Men are the devils of the earth, and the animals are the tormented souls.i 
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I returned, and saw that the garden  

Had not moved from me but that some illness  

Of the garden carried it away  

From me regardless. I saw its Mountain  

Run to dissolution, whose bright garment  

Flown from it in shame, whose hillsides lay  

 

Uncovered, sodden. Drawn and beaten irons  

Pestering and humbling the soil  

Did recreate their brutal education.  

All Nevada wept ill-colored water.  

From the earth‘s midsection, giant engines  

Dull compacted slugs of gold removed.  

 

Offering no resistance random night  

Come at this odd hour, out of nowhere  

One by one the lesser cattle took  

Their knees amid contaminated forage  

Depressed their breathing, and put out their eyes.  

I have this against you, Westerners 
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Gladly, hurriedly, for sums now seeming  

Insignificant, (her liability  

To second thought a tiny skeleton  

My love for the technician clothed in flesh)  

The watery component of my blood  

I cast from me. Second thought, in fact  

 

Remained and ever would remain my portion.  

This is my plasma, I remember asking  

And this the money of which the less spoken  

I repeated, ending our transaction  

Blindingly apparelled, shod by them  

Who made walking distances their business.  

 

Repairing to the street, I made me solvent.  

Light broke on new men. Sugar giants  

Hailed me from the gates of their plantations  

And I partook of fruit from their dominion.  

Providence became like part of Cranston  

Water like a shadow thrown by Heaven
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Because the Maker could but ill depict  

The foot, his servants he provided shoes  

Each according to his rank in service.  

For that his genitals wrecked miracles  

Aposematic on the vulgar mob  

In lingerie and cutlery he schooled them 

 

Lord! they cried, confer unto us freshness  

Tone us, for suffering overwhelms us  

We contemplate diversionary graven  

Markings on our chests and montes pubis  

Lasciate ogni speranza, whatever  

To break the skin. You are critical  

 

Lord, sneakers furlongs from your shoulders  

Behold! that the lesser among ye shall wear the feet  

Of the greater on your shoulders: Tracklit  

Bending down in aerosol-bombed cloisters  

Over beeswax and with Pakistani steel  

Shall ye attend their bodies, and in silence  
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We have no rest. Wakeful is our enemy  

Neither solitude. O he is many  

No dark chamber. For iniquity  

Is always working. Sad irony  

We barter enmity for enmity  

Alone. Alone we sing close harmony 

 

Walk away, Anthony. Walk away  

Alone among the lilies of the valley  

Of the shadow of mortality  

On water deleterious to memory  

Unaffected by renown or money  

Loving every person equally  

 

Go now, Tony. Else you got to stay  

Tony. Fix a stocking to the chimney  

Decorate a tree this holiday 

Artificial is the only way to fly 

Walking is the best activity 

In your sleep is the better way 
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Bona fide Xtians: please embrace  

This poverty of Name, for Satan‘s blandishments  

Sweetly shower the ostensible  

And sanctimonious, corrupting them  

As Fructose corrupts their beverages  

And the empires of beverages  

 

As Artificial Color has envenomed  

Their refreshment, Cosmetology  

Rendered hostile their native reflections  

And the X itself has decussated  

Images of their God-given bodies  

And rated criminal their intimacy  

 

Though that symbol‘s power, in its arms  

And in its legs, has common residence  

Together with the powers of Man and Woman  

And the Beasts whose going up and down  

In the earth, and to and fro in it  

Alone examples innocent traffic  
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Individuals‘ behavior shadows forth  

Not so much intelligence as species‘  

The low among them graceful as a god  

In the meanest of her done volition  

Wordless grammars elegant as music  

Phrases barren of descriptive force  

 

Into what could only have seemed darkness  

For whomsoever had so long beheld it 

I heaped my sword with peas. I put my sword  

Into my mouth, passed vacant sentences 

Jesus died today. Or maybe yesterday 

The water tasted sweeter in its jars 

 

My favorite year was 1543  

That summer I became engaged  

To 19 girls before I understood  

And with a flourish Nicolai removed  

The earth but left us standing there  

So many earthen vessels staring upward  
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Because what other doctor had enough  

Skill to diagnose the animal  

Solely on the basis of its cries,  

Could waltz into the past with a seren-  

Ity reserved for things familiar  

You might say psychiatry ―chose me.‖  

 

The nights continued to require of me.  

Huddled closely, I conserved that resource  

―Longwave energy.‖ At night the Earth  

Emitted it like darkness visible  

Upon the skin. The school emitted it  

Long nights I repented at its wall.  

 

To serve a universe so meagerly 

Illumined I proposed a global form  

Encircled by straight lines, whose center held  

All places at all times, whose silence grew  

Apparent, as if to impugn my grasp  

Of a complicated situation 
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Weightless as holy text, more difficult  

To store, unknown in its particulars  

In a general sense more familiar  

Broad-beamed, tactful, cool, expressionless  

Lightly and in turn striking the tents  

The night went on along established lines 

 

At one point she upset a bottlefull  

Of Tylenol onto an empty stomach  

Said nothing, collapsed a final window  

And sat down on the ottoman to wait  

Out what appeared to be a test  

Of emergency broadcast systems 

 

By that time she was inconsolable.  

There was coffee on the console table  

If you were interested, magazines  

Of rare sophistication. I was listening.  

Her poetic diction was impeccable.  

She was what you‘d call an intellectual 
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My meter must be breaking, for it calls  

This brightness insupportable. Selah.  

The greenness of green grass is almost like  

A form of speech I almost heard  

The intimacy of the air approaches  

Frontal nudity and I am almost  

 

I am having a mild religious  

Experience: I fear no agony  

But comprehend a universal wavelength  

In the rippling of sunlit water  

I stand stricken by the bodied water  

The risen sun treads down the standing wave  

 

With what dread radiance do you embody  

Light in August Anthony you shine  

More energetic spectra through the darkness  

Of your servants‘ bodies than your servants  

Can sustain. Why is it night already  

Why did our house fall down  
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Elvis was in a better place.  

The style of the dog was naturally beautiful  

The habit of travelers in service of God  

The cowgirls‘ under the stars, the students‘  

Caught as catch could, rushed, anonymous  

Ever wakeful, bright, obedient  

 

Lightweight, manually retractable  

They spent weeks in this attitude 

For a time they were like floating. Drunk  

Persons staggered homeward through a gloaming  

No home to them despite the many ways  

They sought shelter there as if it were  

 

Perhaps I will go. I am tired  

Of what sets us apart from animals  

When everyone can clearly see a music  

Of her own invention in the shelter  

Of Petrushki station, slowly sipping  

Aftershave all afternoon 
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Trying to stop the music when it struck him  

When it glanced away, embarrassed, wrongly termed  

Wronged for stars, immobilized beneath  

His baneful repertoire, a gentle rain  

Of frogs and minor animals whose voices  

Were their names, aflame, belts of debris  

 

Falling piecemeal to London, London  

Lit ―for days on end,‖ days without end  

Endless vowel shift entitled Water  

Bright water entitled to the valley floor  

Birds departing as if suddenly  

Made apprehensive of their nakedness  

 

It was the first time he had seen in fiction  

Something that was not there.  

―The birds have flown away,‖ he observed  

―How could they ever have flown away‖ 

How envision a scenario 

In which the birds could possibly prove useful 
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…to value what does not exist  

Over and against what does is atheism  

In general form. Prefer the world,  

You deny God. Six-sided, regular,  

Evincing perfect uniformity of difference,  

His servants motion to suppress the land. 

 

In all respects save one identical  

His servants condescend to touch the ground 

Like a glove, His servants fit the ground 

The nature of the glove is to be left  

Behind herself by someone traveling  

Under an assumed identity  

 

Under the identity the cold  

Induces every servant to assume.  

It is difficult to put ―help‖ into words.  

Good help show the whites of their eyes.  

It is the servant‘s nature to have sense  

Enough already to have called for help 
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He offered her a cigarette; the end  

Holding it gingerly to her skin,  

He held it gingerly to her skin  

For she had not the use of her hands.  

―Let‘s turn ourselves in.‖  

―Let‘s turn each other in.‖  

 

It‘s your decision. It‘s a destination  

Wedding. There‘s no longer any point  

Pretending you and I are not in motion  

Through what we cannot call oblivion  

Which will be remedied by morning, certain  

As solar chiliads continue shining  

 

―It is as though the physicists have known  

Sin.‖ It is the ultimate occasion.  

Even the animals after their fashion  

Laying in cold stores of local ocean  

Water go about their celebration  

Some because they have no reason  
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Sweatered and neurotic fantoccini  

Bicker constantly. Acromegalic  

Solitary and delusional  

Yet enough possessed of his senses  

To confabulate a meeker partner  

Of proportions like unto his own  

 

A Thracian god, for Thracian purposes  

Who kept ten million children calm  

From his studio‘s bad privacy  

Here retires offstage to groom himself  

Compulsively to ogle poultry, trade  

The bearded Grouch small favors for small rock  

 

The Grouch besought that rock to cover him  

To conceal from him his vengeful God  

While hourly, underground, where it was warm  

Young women found fresh trauma to relive  

Young men teased medicine into their arms  

I have this against you, Easterners 
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True, there was sugar in plenty for two ordinary men; but these two were little else than 

children. They early discovered the virtues of hot water judiciously saturated with sugar, and 

they prodigally swam their flapjacks and soaked their crusts in the rich, white syrup. Then coffee 

and tea, and especially the dried fruits, made disastrous inroads upon it. The first words they 

had were over the sugar question. And it is a really serious thing when two men, wholly 

dependent upon each other for company, begin to quarrel.
ii
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I put on my shoes, my belt, and walked  

Boldly up the ramp whereon the man  

Stood with the sledge. My brothers, breathing  

Softly, balked. Since you would not gladly  

For them etc. your principles  

Died for you. You would have just died  

 

Anthony you would have liked to ask  

How they knew that it was going to rain  

Your sainted Anthony would have replied  

Same way you do, Governor. How in God‘s  

Good name can you subject them to such treatment  

Then. You probably feel the same way I do  

 

Anthony. Strike them with your bright axe  

And be done with it. Swine cry aloud  

For seven travel mugs of unlit matter  

For their mother, for her sadness, could  

She see them now, brought low. They never could  

Talk no high class 
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We parted ways. Then we went forth abreast  

Fanning out, each one minding the ground  

Though there was nothing, least of all that path  

Leading toward the pons asinorum  

And over that required his attention  

Since the ground was white, like the pons 

 

What is remarkable about this bridge: 

We who kept no distance walked abreast; 

None from his position of attention  

Dared break step, though many stood their ground  

While some went on. They called us asinine  

Who failed to cross, keeping to the path  

 

There is no ground beneath, for that the path  

Abruptly beaten through the breast abridges  

And diverts attention. Poor, cudgeled ass  

Look you my friend how forking from his breast  

Wet paths deploy rude bridgework to the ground  

He is an ass. He has our full attention  
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Jackals oversee the pigeon house  

Low-slung foxes try the river ice 

Nobody recognizes my potential. 

Either castrate him and see if that  

Helps or else do something for the summer  

Crowds of visitors pointing and laughing 

 

Across the moat. Frau Koma is coming 

Not as once, yet good as ever once 

Poor sprung oracle shot in the mouth  

Whose opinion staid, whose memory 

As trail systems beaten by voyeurs  

The chief figure of whose eloquence  

 

Sort of tapered off, but with this glance  

As if we too could feel the old conversance  

Like an empty place. And with this virtue  

That it was ever marvelous to crave  

Her coiled obedience down the supernal  

Staircase or stand her quivering in a wave  
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Another shitty thing about the eighties  

You never knew whether it was a movie  

Keeping you awake or just a song. 

I‘ll have a burger and a glass of coke.  

Tell me what you meant by ―score some weed.‖ 

Oh, my God, my wallet, in the cab 

 

Anthony. Was it some way of talking  

You used to have, a way of listening  

To numbers, waxen deaf to tonal music  

Since most by numbers judged tunelessly sung  

Expletives anymore nowadays what with the cortex  

Starving for air, the crisp autoscopy 

 

Wandering a hospital on lockdown 

Eating little, sleeping not at all 

Inhabiting a state of ceaseless  

Ecstasy for seven weeks, a freedom 

Capable of loving back, free 

As though at the end of a long tether 
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I don‘t know him but that doesn‘t mean  

I can‘t tell you he‘s not here. So long  

As we might talk about the other world  

What matter our despair of moving there. 

If brown air take us from our long commute  

Draw some brown air through a paper tube 

 

Throw a shadow on the lung, I say 

Throw dice against the perpendicular  

Fabrics of crushed stone bounding a field  

Where white polyhedral instruments  

Of chance shock and collide, nonrepeating 

Names of the short bones crowding the hand  

 

Not coming to me. And when that April  

That download, though the progress bar be green  

Of cold rain from a violent race of clouds  

Unwittingly let spill over the broadcloth  

From the corners of a glowing mouth  

Sky brown planet hurtling through time  
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Outlet engineered for driven men  

Driven into sunset from cracked dawn  

Capitalizing on the many hours  

Twenty-odd hours as the case may be  

Given over to their operation  

Vestibule communicant with restroom  

 

Housed in economically lit  

Shafts cut right and left immediate  

As by daylight; numerous glass doors  

So many not to let the many in  

But being in, to calm the claustrophobe  

In each not really trying to get out  

 

But seriously thinking about trying  

To get out. It is some obnoxious music 

General to that place. True their beliefs 

Make them ridiculous but you would not 

Dare look one in the eye. This old thing 

This vehicle capable of kneeling  
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The littoral uncertainty in being  

Neither continent nor boundary  

Unfixed measureless intermittent  

Crush of water macerating what  

On or near the day we lose the beachhead 

Estimated to comprise three parts  

 

Gemlike silicate to one part plastic  

And what if the dead arts‘ practitioners  

Saw the scythelike arm of this our spiral  

Galaxy in glory since unmade  

If they had nothing equal to these sands  

Silken, passing pleasant to the touch  

 

Transient. With evident largesse  

That blue sub specie aeternitatis  

Receded into sometime distances  

It had rapidly become. And now this  

Troposphere, instinct with fragrances  

Surpassing Eden‘s, reverberates 
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You of patience left to try look here  

Soiled intelligences scalped in leather 

Unblocked to deadly noon, on which the hour  

As the escapement lost, how they will hear  

Listed names enduring as the weather  

Paltry dignity contending whether  

 

Yet to stand or to let slip their wonder  

Wage congratulation on that teller  

Whose lifestyle and return of the creator  

Wall the city of their minds with color  

Thank heaven, in the words of one reviewer  

Six more days and it would all be over  

 

Bridge of sighs, embassy of laughter  

Freshmen wailing at a fresh disaster  

Dying thunderclap of the transformer  

Through the salt-rimmed moonstruck aperture  

To darkened chambers where they hold each other  

Nightlong tractable surf roars Caesar 
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Murder sorcery theft fornication  

Nostalgia, there had been greater contrast 

Bruited or shone forth were the paragon  

Of luminance the sun, or fire, brass  

Of volume, thunder, tumbling water, mere  

Voices. Whiteness, wool, teeth or butter 

 

Greenness, that of moss; blackness, night‘s  

Coldness, stone‘s; torment, scorpions‘, who   

Having stricken men crawled all the length 

And breadth of daylight sick with grief, sought closure  

Dangling unattended daggers there 

Before them in the disappearing air 

 

Of the locking chamber. In disarray 

Persons cried aloud, as babies cry 

When the plane that carries them descends 

Unexpectedly. At 06:02 

The angel looks directly at the lens 

All the screens of heaven teem with snow 
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If what moves must move one way through time  

So must thunder. Yet do we not hear  

Several however rapidly consequent strikes  

Together as a chord reverberating  

Back into the sky obey no syntax  

But that of distance opened on their parting  

 

The air, emptying valences of light?  

Oddsmaker, astraphobe, are we not intimate  

Charged cousins of shadow clouds pass  

Indifferently over the land? Hadn‘t we better  

Contemplate current as absence in flux, ordering  

Particles into invisible cordons, massive  

 

Artifact of virtual displacement  

Fatherless musical laughter audible  

Propagated in shook chain, lethal  

Splashes throwing glory to the lawn  

Astonished pathways open and collapsed 

Sounding the overcast vault of the skull 
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Then maybe the idea is not flavor 

Precisely but a cold sensation 

In its place, giving way to warmth 

Verging on discomfort, not value 

But combo per se, no one‘s saying  

Literature but the fact it's a coating 

 

All right, some being of superior 

Discernment and restraint at this juncture 

Might have intoned, might have said, Computer 

Play me a new music, strange to the ear 

Maybe a lot of things. Oh Jupiter 

We knew the name alone of what you were 

 

Finding ourselves unable to leave 

Comments in the Forest of Arden 

We wanted now only to hear the name  

Of that pale blue syrup one more time 

That such labeling could have forewarned  

Anyone was totally amazing 
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For example, we think that many invariant natural phenomena—stars, fire, faces, complex 

skyscapes and landscapes, harmonically resonant acoustic phenomena, pure tones and colors, 

fractally invariant sounds such as wind, rain, and running water—are experienced as beautiful 

because their invariant properties allow them to function as test patterns to tune our perceptual 

machinery.  The brain, because it “knows” in advance what these cross-generationally invariant 

signals should be like, can compare the actual input with its innate model of the expected input, 

and use the difference as a corrective feedback signal.
iii
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Rotor wash, or the downward-flowing  

Air by which our helicopters formed 

Imprints in the jungle grass beneath  

Now stands effectively for Vietnam  

Because our understanding of that war  

Omitted many things but not the wind  

We bowed our heads and fled. In this case we 

  

Refers effectively to other people  

A habit we must struggle to forgive.  

In 1977 Carter pardoned  

Nearly all the draft-dodgers. I was  

Born in ‘77. That‘s why seven  

Of all numbers is the lucky one  

Why else would Vietnam have seven letters  
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Ranch Hand was the name of operations  

Also known as Trail Dust and Hades  

In which diesel fuel and kerosene  

Nebulized with certain other compounds  

Being then developed to induce  

On contact with every broad-leaved plant  

Widespread, uncontrolled and lethal growth  

 

Rained softly over seven million  

Acres of jungle and plantation  

In efforts to deny the Viet Cong  

Nourishment or places of concealment 

By seven corporations was production  

Of these compounds overseen; the bulk  

Was carried out by people at Monsanto  
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Roundup, the number-one selling  

Agrichemical of all time  

Is brought to you by people at Monsanto. 

NutraSweet‘s another of Monsanto‘s  

Bright ideas like putting caffeine  

Or vanillin in the soft drink Coke.  

We drink Coca-Cola long time.  

 

Remarketing is what the language suffered  

Agonies and died for, that we might  

Inspirit dying products with the word  

No barrier between food and drug  

Blood and brain, flavors, colors, lines  

Of sight, fire, product might withstand  

What Godard said. It isn‘t blood. It‘s red 
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Red is a stop or vantage in the brain. 

All things red to varying degrees  

If this stop be played, reverberate.  

No redness stands the tolling of the name  

By but rings a sympathetic change.  

Outriding any word group arches one  

Word, however, disentangled, ur-  

 

Redintegrative, groundless, firmamental  

‘A cried out ―God, God, God!‖ 3 or 4 times  

It matters little how. For if one does  

Not deafen or wax wood before that call-note  

Belike he never knew the touch of it  

Or what you will. Father, stay your hand 

What‘s that moving in the oleander 
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Riddle me your bad orthography  

And be morphologized, Diet Rite 

I paid good money to have words with you 

Never mind this lady-with-a-past  

Bladder-cancer-in-some-rats business  

Or anything like that. Honestly  

While Monsanto‘s sweeteners exceed  

 

Real sugar‘s sweetness one hundred  

And sixtyfold and have no bitter aftertaste  

I care more for yours. You were the first  

No-calorie soft drink and you meant it  

By God, by cyclamate and saccharin  

Overwhelming nutriment in vitro  

White Grape Pure Zero Golden Peach Pure Zero 
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Respecting the American sweet tooth  

As Americans colloquially term it  

I refer you to the case of diet soda.  

Nothing else says Eucharist quite like  

Black seltzer roiling in a glass  

Of ice cubes brighter than the first  

Water. Only in Atlanta might  

 

Random single-syllable names be  

Annihilated by the quarter million  

In search of TaB. Coke‘s onomasts did good. 

Now our tongue is blanching in a Ziploc 

Baggie sealed within a Ziploc baggie  

Of melted ice. Hold our tongue until  

We get to the hospital mkay  
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Rambo was the wrong man to have made 

Angry, Sheriff. God made Rambo angry  

In his image, Lawyer of the Wood 

Named for ―the sound of force.‖ When John J. Rambo 

Bit into his apple you could hear 

Operational Detachment Alpha 

Wading through the artificial flood. 

 

Rambo invented colors for the vowels, 

Asshole. Rambo bled American 

Indian blood; some say Rambo bled O 

Negative. Rambo. Universal Donor,   

Bedwetter, Horsebreaker, Firestarter, Champion 

Of Common Man, Painters‘ Painter, Grass 

Widower, Oracle, Personage, Friend of a Friend 
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Real men take half measures  

A real man takes something like thirty minutes  

Inside this doll and turns them into winters. 

No one loves a doll with thirty winters 

Bunched atop his neck but here as elsewhere 

One cannot escape the way the running 

Water echoes in the half listening  

 

Rock interlaid with bright green  

Algae lining the descent to where 

Incarcerated, the subnormal persons  

Nonchalantly hand out little mirrors 

Between the vertical gray elements 

On which the modern sense of composition 

Would otherwise entirely depend 
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Render us a synanthropic world 

Assist them to the ground, these gentle creatures 

Intending present rupture to proceedings 

Now is not the time to talk about  

Bears and wolves, how gentle creatures made  

Out in the library of everything  

Written or how on the other hand  

 

Real bears and wolves were making out  

At the time having nothing to offer  

In trade beside their bodies part or whole  

No I take that back as for the wolf  

Breath is so much fog but bears‘ breath fogs  

Over the bright lugs bolting their faces  

Which are long, to knotted lengths of rope 
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Regard the tense shift, Hill 937 

And my guide to them: wherefore this color  

If signature joined will to deed. And now  

Now began the howls of agony  

Brothers; the sight, the sound of blood, a place  

On First and Main, a little blow, a round  

Where everybody knows your name, a word  

 

Regarding the formation of a past  

As if by design, a once and future  

Indicative of less experience  

No color anymore, who conjure love  

But know only her name, not what she does  

Other than take all day to shade a field  

With crossing it. The line is its own place 
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Really. How many syllables an hour 

And how many syllables in fire 

In seven, how many syllables. You don‘t 

Need to be a physicist to run  

Bawling down the lane in shower shoes 

Or recognize a broken safety culture  

When you see it crawling with clear flame 

 

Reading King‘s English in quotation 

Ancient, colorless and odorless  

It ain‘t Coca-Cola; it‘s rice. 

Next we were asked to drink an awful tasting 

Brown liquid I‘m guessing was iodine 

Oh Papa-san, they cut away our clothes 

Wringing their hands, crying out what news 
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Resentful product with orange color  

Among the falling there is jealousy  

Invidious clouds swim naked in the starry  

Night. Night, coveting the seven colors  

Boards and scuttles each the seven morrows  

Overtaking them upon the seven  

Waters. Seven also are the sorrows 

 

Richard of York gave battle in vain  

Agents, Messrs. Green, Purple, Orange  

II alias Super Orange, Dalapon  

Now goeth sonne onder wode  

Blue, Tandex, Diquat, Monuron  

Orange, Dinoxol, Diuron, Pink, Trinoxol  

White. Much sorwe have I Bromacil  
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Red is the humblest symbology  

As stupid as our blank discontented  

Inhalation of organic solvents  

Now is the winter of society  

Black and red identify as white  

On the question whether God has fitted us  

With eyes I remain of seven minds  

 

RED  

ARANGE  

IELLOW  

NREEN  

BLUE  

ONDIGO  

WIOLET  

 

  for Tom Raworth 
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This universal, stable type of noise was called „grass‟ because that is what it looks like on an 

oscilloscope. To the ear, it sounds like a smooth hissing without any discernible pitch; today this 

is familiar to everyone because it is what we hear when a television receiver is tuned to an 

unused channel.
iv
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Downrange, while I was smoothing out my pistol  

Rustling, I heard some animal  

Massive, cloaked about in tawny fell  

Struggle, ridged horns coiled close against his skull  

Knotted, there in the white honeysuckle  

Grown unutterably beautiful  

 

Downrange. Tony‘s cover garment glowed  

In the sun but he was messing with it  

Like a guilty thing and had been made  

Badly, twice on the way to town. 

Now one heard no traffic save the water  

Passing consistently among the rushes  

 

Downrange. Where this undermined the bank  

There was the occasional plashing. 

Tony didn‘t know why we had come  

He said. I said I didn‘t know for sure  

Either. Then I saw that he was hurt.  

We both cried and then I felt better  
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Anthony and I had quarrelled but  

I had not gone home. The goddamn moon  

Settled her voluminous down mantle  

Down by where we were brought up to take  

No pay for doing but as we were raised  

Tony said tonight I‘d sleep with him  

 

In Providence. Some strain in the position  

Of my limbs abating then I woke  

The terminal that I might find a match  

Rousing it anew so I could see  

My lungprint in the smoke or frame my lips  

To blow kisses through the ragged keyholes  

 

In my hands. I sighed just watching Tony  

Clasp the roughhewn cedar headboard still 

Lightly again I touched the terminal  

With my free hand to watch his gradients  

Disperse. From the sixth unto the ninth  

Hour blue light bled out over the land  
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These numbers are for my man Anthony 

Whose call sign was The Tramp of Olneyville 

Capital of the imagination  

Tony‘s medium and my belonging. 

His partner‘s call sign was I want to say  

―Zero.‖ Tony do you know how sorry  

 

I was to hear of Zero, how along  

The scripted wall of Providence I can  

Almost still see evidence of her  

Progress there. Often I had this feeling  

We were both involved with Zero though  

Perhaps at separate times. It‘s as I said  

 

A feeling. I won‘t be the one recounting  

Fixedly his nineteenth year or listing  

Like a broken record all the people  

Doing fine despite their being dead  

To him by signs given immutable  

Autistic power of signification  
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While the singing of this early worksong  

Was to him Anthony more than the others  

Envied that protagonist whose trade  

Rather was than valued her ablution  

Keep, feed, habiliment and intercourse  

With men of quality. For his vocation  

 

Also was the care it purchased. Well  

Each little bastard in some measure had  

Good intelligence, though it was not  

What you would call your dad‘s intelligence 

And the water and the clay whose curve  

The slipping water‘s suppleness retained  

 

Were to him natural as elements  

And from him thus, being as sensible  

As proof to proper warmth, to his self touch  

No less thrilled than jaded. Show yourself  

Name and occupation. Spit it out.  

Here is my handle. Here is my spout  
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Again, Providence was like a net  

Cast into the sea. So Anthony  

Returning from his search a just result  

Many mighty works might leave occult  

His algorithm undisclosed. And yet 

Was not his mother and his brother Tony 

 

And was not Tony‘s expletive infixed  

All the lost and gnashing teeth between 

His the function word that deafs the engine 

His the dummy pronoun of the rain? 

What blue streak of praise from aniline  

Firmament to asymmetric Styx  

 

Was not a marvel Anthony should win  

Since his addiction was to dexedrine  

And he could hold his breath a long time 

While hour by godless hour instinct with boredom  

Surrendered him an accidental kingdom  

Delivered wisdom of mere assonance 
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Thus one rhyme word telegraphed the next 

Rhyme word, ruining the thing. They made 

Game efforts to keep their faces straight. 

Tony they gave drink; they brought him out 

Among the village sons, disheveled object  

Lesson in morality so-called. 

 

Like an animal sometimes he seemed 

Full of emotion, other times inert 

Wooden, neither sensible to pain 

Nor to indignity. Later I wrote  

A song cycle describing the ordeal. 

Tony was a little boy that lived 

 

In my mouth, among the candy shards 

And varicolored solutes of that place, 

Of middle height, having delicate 

Nonrepresentational features 

Like the features of a man who sings 

In a language he don‘t understand 
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What is it with you Tony you describe  

Everything precisely as it was  

Even the way you are nodding now  

On your hands and knees, sort of touching  

Your forehead to the floor. ―Another‘s back  

Is one man‘s element.‖ ―Another‘s heart  

 

Is like a horse‘s legs.‖ There is no quick  

Way to another‘s heart but through his back. 

There were some things missing from my room 

When I came in just now your pupils seemed  

Vanishingly, as it were, large.  

The elephant‘s innumerable scars  

 

Were all we ever talked about outdoors.  

And when I broke my mind I shot myself  

Mercifully permanent epistles  

On temporary problems. Kind of sad. 

And how is your internet ladyfriend, one of us asked  

But Tony only shook his head  
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Wonder with what quickness we made public  

Oath forswearing vice or other rough  

Trade whereas to own an oath forsworn  

Burned the throat, made one party foul 

Warming what was tolerably warm  

Yet where drafts would shake and sicken him  

 

It left him shaken. Fools held out belief  

That we could kill for work or drink for food  

Self-administer self-medication  

Boiling fallen water in a spoon. 

We believed that Tony when he came  

Would break the animals, the therapist  

 

Would see herself, this album lie uncovered  

By that black artist growing pale on air  

Over the interval of many seasons  

Viciously spent marring loves and days  

For fear of losing which he had not faced  

Otherwise, whose touch he had not borne 
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He amplified our weeping into something  

Stronger than we had thought possible  

Mouths and noses weeping thickened water  

To lubricate those trembling machines  

Our faces. For shame we could not look at him  

Though something in his mouth betrayed a smile: 

 

Our weeping. Let weeping turn you on  

He said, who practice weeping in a mirror 

In each detail let you renew your vows  

Swatting undead flies in like gazebos  

Whose partial shade is broken in a strangely  

Reminiscent fall. Be born again 

 

Baby, let those first bewildered tears  

Glaze the airlike veil whose modesty  

Pasted to your cheek by comely tears  

Again for the first time. You know your vows  

Like the back of my hand but go on  

Ahead and cry why don‘t you 
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But you can‘t go back to the status quo  

Ante, Tony said, dropping his eyes. 

When at Covent Garden they induced  

Me to brew the ginger beer that was  

Three parts oil of vitriol, ―to bring 

Out the proper sharpness of the lime  

 

‗Lime,‘ we said, although in point of fact  

Lemon was used—when at Covent Garden‖  

He shook his head. ―At Covent Garden, when  

In my thirtieth year of scanning heaven  

As a monosyllable I made  

Bold to counterfeit the seven flavors  

 

How I let the black shilling drop  

Against the crazy badland of the tongue  

And broke step with the real. Not to perceive  

The terror realized in wandering  

Thus into a sweetness that was mere  

Trope, one must have been awake a long time 
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Outstretched metal won the West but rail  

Bypassed that claim as bypassing its own  

Shiplike in the night. And though John Henry  

Created Western Man John Moses Browning  

Made him first among equals. The Johns  

Sort of blend together for me now  

 

Barren chambers spinning on a crane  

Bondsmen contemplate beneath a market  

Confusing to us all, who cast our stitch  

In time, which we consider as a fabric  

Not unlike chintz. Queues of cattle thread  

The gimlet of our eye. Cry, Milkmaid, cry  

 

Like you mean it though we can‘t imagine  

Milk at any price, unmoved by sighs  

But by the motion of proverbial seas.  

I cannot discover this oceanic  

Feeling in myself. It is not easy  

Scientifically to deal with being green 
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Some go feral. Some see prophets running  

Through the hail. Some refute the argument  

From grief. Some swell with vowels, some with thorns  

Ashes, ligatures and ampersands. 

Some swear oaths, draw trousers on and stand  

To meet the day. Some cup the air. Some stand 

 

Strangely unmoved. Some find no explanation  

Sufficient. Some being as good  

As dead go lowing and stumbling down  

By the banks of some dark mirror to orphan. 

Some confuse white meat with medicine. 

Some know troubles some have only drowned  

 

Or believed themselves to be drowning. 

Some Xtian names some stress positions some  

Have known. Some build some human pyramids.  

Some feel secure in second language since  

Who mock at them in school have other reasons.  

Gowned men set fire to cities of white birds 
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To this we are reduced, and more. We stake 

Proverbs at dice. At least the habitat  

Joining Denver to Columbus is disturbed  

Consistently. It‘s good to see them back  

Silently out of your conscience, some animals.  

Parricides stare dumbly at some urinals.  

 

―Among three rooms, two elephants.‖ ―Sugar  

Is a children‘s vice.‖ At what point then  

Precisely did it dawn on you the band  

Had segued into ―Immigrant Song‖  

Where the wardens carry black batons  

And one must pick the game out with one‘s eyes. 

 

―The thief alone knows how the stolen ember  

Burns.‖ ―The hand is sweeter than the food.‖ 

At what point did it dawn on you the person  

To whom you bowed was her interpreter. 

Tell me if we weren‘t made to walk the earth  

Picking out our eyes we were not made
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It is difficult to kill a sheep with dignity in a modern language, to flay and to prepare it for the 

table, detailing every circumstance of the process. 
v
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BRON TO LOSE. This motto bore a man  

In livid ink across his fists. His name  

It was Anthony drinking from footprints  

Townsfolk forbidden to render him aid  

Worthless spirits given him in worship  

Having little given choice besides  

 

Some very choice incense in the chest  

In the garage where sometimes he gave names  

Discrete to things continuous like civil  

Twilight, which habit he could put aside  

When and if he chose. They were the things  

Rather that could not but go on calling  

 

Anthony. We begged them not to stop  

Calling Anthony who might think colors  

Many times more beautiful because  

Though we ourselves had pictured larger numbers  

Nothing in our minds resembled more  

More, more, more. What made this passage  
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Remarkable is that it was recorded 

So hic et ubique it was not music  

We enjoyed so much as what we might  

Have for ourselves. With such art we remastered 

Clandestine valleys where the wiry needle  

Tracked his harrowed mate. Then would she strip  

 

Her sleeve and show her scars and say ―what strikes  

Me as amazing about modern war  

Is how we also leave the ground to travel 

Winged cabins wakelike linear clouds  

Trailing formed of violence on the very  

Material sustains them, the material  

 

We breathe. But Anthony I have forgotten  

These tales cannot divert you. And the men  

Sang Gobelet de Voyage. Let‘s not confuse  

Our blankets with the soft delicious warmth  

Given us to feel between. Next number  

Coming up is called Ship in the Clouds 
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It is hard to imitate the dead  

Air associated with my friend  

And teacher but to reproduce it costs  

Virtually nothing. What the old 

Cleft sentences and spirit ditties  

Prolonged was widely held to separate  

 

Nothing that was not there from the nothing  

Quoted from memory. Whereto Anthony  

Codifying spirit who ignored  

Advances as if it were quite enough  

Having invited them or some brave music  

Made speech uncouth except for where in passing  

 

Out from din and firelight it resolved  

Hallways, vestibules: ―The reveler masters  

None but his own step, and through submission  

Alone, as their rough burdens beast and pilgrim  

Master. What vector, Lord, of ownership  

O freight bearing down, borne up 
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Often to amuse themselves, beneath 

The weather, sailors followed in their minds 

Lost ordinaries. As dice awe him most 

Quitting the hand, those lyrics move to tears 

The sojourner just beyond whose recall 

They lie, or one who loses, motionless 

 

Dismissive, turning now to face the wall 

Prints the moving image leaves behind 

His eyes. Likewise low sun at his back 

Goes quiet on the forward path of him. 

Initially the moving shape of him 

It relieves in seven ruddy casts 

 

But in the nineteenth century they plug 

The sailor‘s chest with seven plaster shafts 

Hackneyed, but producing in the subject 

This sense of a first time, intoxicants. 

A watery acrid discharge or weeping 

As is said to issue from cut gods 
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He was a candidate for the slave world  

Of drug addiction, looking as he did  

Ever for thrills and kicks, stunted, unloved  

Expected now that he walked in a man‘s  

Body to walk like a man. Take this  

Take it, man, because I got to split  

 

Shake this square world and blast off 

Night with metaphors of containment 

In videos you can see their legs 

Go out from under them like kitestrings  

Breaking in the prelude to a storm 

Then I heard, or so it seemed to me 

 

A voice come from the mantle. Lay down smoking 

Anthony. The voice dropped like a rope 

Rock beat paper. Time could wound all health 

Red promethazine, pink, orange and yellow 

Some saw animals their necks laid out 

About them in a circle like the hours 
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Why not remove your jacket, Anthony 

After all these years. Why touch your waist  

Time and again as if to reassess  

The print of what, provisioned as I am  

I must recognize as a revolver. 

We have more in common than you like  

 

To admit perhaps. What you forget  

Judging by this slowness to commend  

Signature to form less recondite  

Than the holograph supporting it 

Is that the secret is still yours to keep  

The question being other than yourself  

 

Who else is keeping it. With that I fear  

Our time together has drawn to a close  

Let‘s review the things we talked about  

My goal for long-term treatment is to walk  

The halls of knowledge and regain my throne  

In Norway, Dr. Console. What is yours 
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Long with neither feeling nor distinction  

Through the motions of an education  

Though he went, came nonetheless a time  

To put this too behind him and set out  

Interposing distances with persons 

He stood to injure, being so resolved  

 

Continuing neither in one residence  

Nor loving faithfully. When he became  

A felon wandering he would bestow  

Figures like to child and woman, mute  

Cattle gifted with wheels, globes escaping  

Into thin air that bore them nobly upward  

 

Thus. Quickened by his breath, bent  

Beneath his hand, the dumb menagerie  

Beheld a landfall, turning cheek and tail  

Like coin crossing the damp palm of a well.  

What unlettered dread and yawning bookends  

Has a five-foot shelf of dirty weekends 
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Helicopters threshed the East Meadow  

Patterning with their lame cadence  

The several rills. For it was just spring  

Newfallen iridescent water sought  

Everywhere for some declivity.  

In glorious decline the canopy  

 

Made a figure for all entropy  

Wherein ―autumn‖ spoke not of an age  

But for all time, the very composition  

Of data into sequence being record  

And instrument of its undoing. These  

The florist let me have them for a song.  

 

The dog made circles of his resting place.  

The bird shook loose fists at his soiled estate.  

He was my friend, the architect of war.  

Whoso would require his monument  

Need only look around her. Be still.  

Those letters. I know them from a song. 
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He saw crowded shades then laundering  

Perforated sheets, a pallid clothing  

Whose cheerless aspect light assisted nothing  

Else whose bright colors marbled long ago  

The wide ewer surface, moving road  

That takes us whither we would like to go  

 

He awoke in woods among whose prospects  

Numbered neither travel nor advancement.  

The ash went mantled in her namesake, scoring  

With nail and potsherd all the lovers‘ names  

Into her low extremity. Shade trees  

Puzzled over tasteless darksome fruit  

 

Wave, turn, desolated wight  

Those are your friends arrived a dollar late  

Standing on the bank as if to spite  

A transient whose only source of light  

Long embers were, breaking of their weight  

Into shadows on the turbid spate  
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He was trapped in a cycle of employment  

Deep in the earth, fearful silhouette  

Whose darkness as the jumbled hours  

Moved unseen among his cohort, fell  

Or seemed to fall singly over the lanterns 

The first man in earshot he meant everything  

 

Tumblers of colorful water, private sectors  

Flashlit, streaking masterless through dorms  

Known things disintegrating in their hands  

Known things faking seizures in the padded  

Darkness of their mouths. The sirens wound  

Back into the base metal coils  

 

That had occasioned them. The bells choked down  

Their tongues and went still. Then someone said  

We will return no more. They felt themselves  

Swiftly taken up into ulterior  

Consciousness, hollow without volume.  

Typographers would call this space ―air‖  
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